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1. Which of the following is NOT a factor affecting ASR performance:
   A. user characteristics
   B. static or noise interference
   C. technology design
   D. surrounding environment
   E. type and quality of speech input

2. Speaker adaptable ASR is similar to speaker independent ASR in that...
   A. no distinct pauses or periods of silence are required
   B. no initial speaker training is required prior to use
   C. no initial voice recognition system is required

3. True/False Several types of dysarthria exist, each with distinct expressed speech characteristics.

4. Age-related voice (speech) deterioration may begin around ____________ years of age, but is highly dependent on the overall individual’s _________________.
   A. 52…hearing ability
   B. 74…condition of the vocal chords
   C. 60…health and well being

5. In the Sy and Horowitz study, an isolated-word, speaker dependent, speech recognition system based on ________________ was used.
   A. Tonal cadence
   B. Dynamic time warping
   C. Flow and rhythmic counting

6. True/False Clinicians rarely have difficulty obtaining quantitative acoustical measures of an individual’s speech consistency, particularly because equipment is very accessible.

7. The speech consistency score (SCS), or measure of speech consistency, was defined as the ratio of:
   A. speech dissimilarity over similarity
   B. speech similarity over dissimilarity
   C. speech dissonance over sonant harmony
8. True/False  Concerning dysarthric speech variability, confusion with vowel pairs was found to relate to vowels articulated mostly in front of the mouth as opposed to the back.

9. True/False  High recognition accuracy is typically the goal for the majority of adult users and designers of ASR systems.

10. True/False  From the early 1990’s to the early 2000’s, the general overall performance trends or patterns revealed have changed significantly because of improvements in ASR technology, differences in research study protocols, study subjects, and category of ASR system used.

11. Another research direction with some positive results involves using the _____________ characteristics or spectral transformations of disordered speech to account for the speech variability prior to speech recognition.

   A. electric – linguistic
   B. caustic – spastic
   C. acoustic – phonetic
   D. linguistic – acoustic

12. True/False  One strategy for dealing with stress-related reduction in accuracy is to increase the size of the vocabulary required for speech recognition in order to enhance word recognition skills.